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The Balkans: Nationalism, War, and the Great
Powers, 1804-2012 - Misha Glenny 2012-09-05
From the bestselling author of McMafia and
DarkMarket comes this unique and lively history
of Balkan geopolitics since the early nineteenth
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century which gives readers the essential
historical background to more than one hundred
years of events in this war-torn area. No other
book covers the entire region, or offers such
profound insights into the roots of Balkan
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violence, or explains so vividly the origins of
modern Serbia, Croatia, Bosnia, Greece,
Bulgaria, Romania, and Albania. Now updated to
include the fall of Slobodan Milosevic, the
capture of all indicted war criminals from the
Yugoslav wars and each state's quest for
legitimacy in the European Union, The Balkans
explores the often catastrophic relationship
between the Balkans and the Great Powers,
raising some disturbing questions about Western
intervention.
Regional Economic Development in the Balkan
Region - Teoman Duman 2016-01-14
This edited volume brings together original
scientific studies on current economic and
developmental issues in the Balkan region, and
is composed of papers by 25 authors from seven
different countries. The Balkan region has
gained significant interest in recent years due to
its location and strategic position, representing a
doorway to Europe, and the region’s stability
and progress have direct consequences on
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various European countries. Because of this
strategic position, there is currently much
debate regarding a potential partnership of the
Balkan states with the European Union. This
book offers insights into the current economic
and developmental status of the countries in this
region, offering a series of chapters that analyse
the area from a variety of perspectives. It begins
with a discussion on the recent history of the
region, especially with reference to the former
Yugoslavia and its break-up after the turbulence
experienced in 1990s. Other sections are
complementary to each other in that they offer
comparisons of the Balkan states in their
economic progress at the micro and macro
levels. Topics such as European integration
policies and effects, economic transition,
regional trade, tax incentive policy, regional
capital markets, regional development agencies
and systems, remittances and foreign aid
contributions, import-export policies, fiscal
policies, analysis of regional microfinance, and
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the tourism sectors are explored in detail
throughout the book.
The Return of the Soldier - Dame Rebecca West
1918
The Catholic Church - Hans Kung 2007-12-18
In this extraordinary book, the renowned Hans
Kung chronicles the Roman Catholic Church’s
role as a world power throughout history. He
examines great schisms — between East and
West, Catholicism and Protestantism — the
evolving role of the papacy and the stories of the
great reforming popes; and the expansion of a
global Church infrastructure. The book
concluded with a searching assessment of how
the Catholic faith will confront the immense
challenges posed in the new millennium by the
scientific community, by women questioning
their role in the Church, and by those seeking
reform of the strictures against abortion and
contraception. The Catholic Church is a
landmark book by a controversial and profoundly
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influential thinker.
Balkan Ghosts - Robert D. Kaplan 2014-04-01
From the assassination that triggered World War
I to the ethnic warfare in Serbia, Bosnia, and
Croatia, the Balkans have been the crucible of
the twentieth century, the place where terrorism
and genocide first became tools of policy.
Chosen as one of the Best Books of the Year by
The New York Times, and greeted with critical
acclaim as "the most insightful and timely work
on the Balkans to date" (The Boston Globe),
Kaplan's prescient, enthralling, and often
chilling political travelogue is already a modern
classic. This new edition of Balkan Ghosts
includes six opinion pieces written by Robert
Kaplan about the Balkans between 1996 and
2000 beginning just after the implementation of
the Dayton Peace Accords and ending after the
conclusion of the Kosovo war, with the removal
of Slobodan Milosevic from power.
Cross and Crescent in the Balkans - David
Nicolle 2010
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This is not just another retelling of the Fall of
Constantinople, though it does include a very
fine account of that momentous event. It is the
history of a quite extraordinary century and a bit
which began when a tiny force of Ottoman
Turkish warriors was invited by the Christian
Byzantine Emperor to cross the Dardanelles
from Asia into Europe to assist him in one of the
civil wars which were tearing the fast-declining
Byzantine Empire apart. One hundred and eight
years later the Byzantine capital of
Constantinople fell to what was by then a hugely
powerful and expanding empire of the Islamic
Ottoman Turks, whose rulers came to see
themselves as the natural and legitimate heirs of
their Byzantine and indeed Roman predecessors.
The book sets the scene, explains the
background and tells the story, both military,
political, cultural and personal, of the winners
and the losers, plus those 'outsiders' who were
increasingly being drawn into the dramatic story
of the rise of the Ottoman Empire. AUTHOR:
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David Nicolle is a leading expert on the history
of medieval warfare, in particular the Crusades
and Middle Eastern warfare, and he is a prolific
writer of books on these subjects as well as
articles and magazine articles. SELLING
POINTS: -Explains how the Ottoman Turks
conquered South East Europe -Sets the final fall
of the 'Roman' Byzantine Empire in its full
context -Undoubtedly one of the leading authors
in this field ILLUSTRATIONS 33 b/w
photographs
To End a War - Richard Holbrooke 1999-05-25
When President Clinton sent Richard Holbrooke
to Bosnia as America's chief negotiator in late
1995, he took a gamble that would eventually
redefine his presidency. But there was no saying
then, at the height of the war, that Holbrooke's
mission would succeed. The odds were strongly
against it. As passionate as he was controversial,
Holbrooke believed that the only way to bring
peace to the Balkans was through a complex
blend of American leadership, aggressive and
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creative diplomacy, and a willingness to use
force, if necessary, in the cause for peace. This
was not a universally popular view. Resistance
was fierce within the United Nations and the
chronically divided Contact Group, and in
Washington, where many argued that the United
States should not get more deeply involved. This
book is Holbrooke's gripping inside account of
his mission, of the decisive months when,
belatedly and reluctantly but ultimately
decisively, the United States reasserted its moral
authority and leadership and ended Europe's
worst war in over half a century. To End a War
reveals many important new details of how
America made this historic decision. What
George F. Kennan has called Holbrooke's "heroic
efforts" were shaped by the enormous tragedy
with which the mission began, when three of his
four team members were killed during their first
attempt to reach Sarajevo. In Belgrade,
Sarajevo, Zagreb, Paris, Athens, and Ankara, and
throughout the dramatic roller-coaster ride at
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Dayton, he tirelessly imposed, cajoled, and
threatened in the quest to stop the killing and
forge a peace agreement. Holbrooke's portraits
of the key actors, from officials in the White
House and the Élysée Palace to the leaders in
the Balkans, are sharp and unforgiving. His
explanation of how the United States was finally
forced to intervene breaks important new
ground, as does his discussion of the near
disaster in the early period of the
implementation of the Dayton agreement. To
End a War is a brilliant portrayal of high-wire,
high-stakes diplomacy in one of the toughest
negotiations of modern times. A classic account
of the uses and misuses of American power, its
lessons go far beyond the boundaries of the
Balkans and provide a powerful argument for
continued American leadership in the modern
world.
Peoples and Empires - Anthony Pagden
2007-12-18
Written by one of the world’s foremost historians
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of human migration, Peoples and Empires is the
story of the great European empires—the
Roman, the Spanish, the French, the
British—and their colonies, and the back-andforth between “us” and “them,” culture and
nature, civilization and barbarism, the center
and the periphery. It’s the history of how
conquerors justified conquest, and how colonists
and the colonized changed each other beyond all
recognition.
A Short History of World War II - James L.
Stokesbury 2009-10-13
A Short History of World War II is essentially a
military history, but it reaches from the peace
settlements of World War I to the drastically
altered postwar world of the late 1940's. Lucidly
written and eminently readable, it is factual and
accurate enough to satisfy professional
historians. A Short History of World War II will
appeal equally to the general reader, the veteran
who fought in the War, and the student
interested in understanding the contemporary
the-balkans-a-short-history-modern-library-chronicles-mark-mazower

political world.
A Concise History of Bulgaria - R. J. Crampton
2005-11-24
Bulgaria became a member of the European
Union in 2007, yet its history is amongst the
least well known in the rest of the continent. R.
J. Crampton provides here a general
introduction to this country at the cross-roads of
Christendom and Islam. The text and
illustrations trace the rich and dramatic story
from pre-history, through the days when
Bulgaria was the centre of a powerful medieval
empire and the five centuries of Ottoman rule, to
the cultural renaissance of the nineteenth
century and the political upheavals of the
twentieth, upheavals which led Bulgaria into
three wars. This updated edition includes the
years from 1995 to 2004, a vital period in which
Bulgaria endured financial meltdown, set itself
seriously on the road to reform, elected its
former King as prime minister, and finally
secured membership of NATO and admission to
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the European Union.
A Brief History of the Late Ottoman Empire
- M. Şükrü Hanioğlu 2010-03-28
At the turn of the 19th century, the Ottoman
Empire straddled three continents and
encompassed extraordinary ethnic and cultural
diversity among the millions of people living
within its borders. This text provides a concise
history of the late empire between 1789 and
1918, turbulent years marked by incredible
social change.
A Little History of the World - E. H. Gombrich
2014-10-01
E. H. Gombrich's Little History of the World,
though written in 1935, has become one of the
treasures of historical writing since its first
publication in English in 2005. The Yale edition
alone has now sold over half a million copies,
and the book is available worldwide in almost
thirty languages. Gombrich was of course the
best-known art historian of his time, and his text
suggests illustrations on every page. This
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illustrated edition of the Little History brings
together the pellucid humanity of his narrative
with the images that may well have been in his
mind's eye as he wrote the book. The two
hundred illustrations—most of them in full
color—are not simple embellishments, though
they are beautiful. They emerge from the text,
enrich the author's intention, and deepen the
pleasure of reading this remarkable work. For
this edition the text is reset in a spacious format,
flowing around illustrations that range from
paintings to line drawings, emblems, motifs, and
symbols. The book incorporates freshly drawn
maps, a revised preface, and a new index.
Blending high-grade design, fine paper, and
classic binding, this is both a sumptuous gift
book and an enhanced edition of a timeless
account of human history.
Prehistory - Colin Renfrew 2009-08-11
In Prehistory, the award-winning archaeologist
and renowned scholar Colin Renfrew covers
human existence before the advent of written
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records–the overwhelming majority of our time
here on earth–and gives an incisive, concise, and
lively survey of the past, and of how scholars and
scientists labor to bring it to light. Renfrew
begins by looking at prehistory as a discipline,
detailing how breakthroughs such as
radiocarbon dating and DNA analysis have
helped us to define humankind’s past–how
things have changed–much more clearly than
was possible just a half century ago. As for why
things have changed, Renfrew pinpoints some of
the issues and challenges, past and present, that
confront the study of prehistory and its
investigators. Renfrew then offers a summary of
human prehistory from early hominids to the rise
of literate civilization that is refreshingly free of
conventional wisdom and grand “unified”
theories. In this invaluable account, Colin
Renfrew delivers a meticulously researched and
passionately argued chronicle about our life on
earth–and our ongoing quest to understand it.
Bosnia - Noel Malcolm 1996-10
the-balkans-a-short-history-modern-library-chronicles-mark-mazower

Discusses the different ethnic and religious
groups that inhabit Bosnia, and looks at the
political and cultural upheaval that have been a
continuing part of the region's history
History of International Relations - Erik
Ringmar 2019-08-02
Existing textbooks on international relations
treat history in a cursory fashion and perpetuate
a Euro-centric perspective. This textbook
pioneers a new approach by historicizing the
material traditionally taught in International
Relations courses, and by explicitly focusing on
non-European cases, debates and issues. The
volume is divided into three parts. The first part
focuses on the international systems that
traditionally existed in Europe, East Asia, preColumbian Central and South America, Africa
and Polynesia. The second part discusses the
ways in which these international systems were
brought into contact with each other through the
agency of Mongols in Central Asia, Arabs in the
Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean, Indic and
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Sinic societies in South East Asia, and the
Europeans through their travels and colonial
expansion. The concluding section concerns
contemporary issues: the processes of
decolonization, neo-colonialism and globalization
– and their consequences on contemporary
society. History of International Relations
provides a unique textbook for undergraduate
and graduate students of international relations,
and anybody interested in international relations
theory, history, and contemporary politics.
Hitler's Empire - Mark Mazower 2013-03-07
The powerful, disturbing history of Nazi Europe
by Mark Mazower, one of Britain's leading
historians and bestselling author of Dark
Continent and Governing the World Hitler's
Empire charts the landscape of the Nazi imperial
imagination - from those economists who
dreamed of turning Europe into a huge market
for German business, to Hitler's own plans for
new transcontinental motorways passing over
the ethnically cleansed Russian steppe, and
the-balkans-a-short-history-modern-library-chronicles-mark-mazower

earnest internal SS discussions of political
theory, dictatorship and the rule of law. Above
all, this chilling account shows what happened
as these ideas met reality. After their early
battlefield triumphs, the bankruptcy of the
Nazis' political vision for Europe became all too
clear: their allies bailed out, their New Order
collapsed in military failure, and they left behind
a continent corrupted by collaboration,
impoverished by looting and exploitation, and
grieving the victims of war and genocide. About
the author: Mark Mazower is Ira D.Wallach
Professor of World Order Studies and Professor
of History Professor of History at Columbia
University. He is the author of Hitler's Greece:
The Experience of Occupation, 1941-44, Dark
Continent: Europe's Twentieth Century, The
Balkans: A Short History (which won the
Wolfson Prize for History), Salonica: City of
Ghosts (which won both the Duff Cooper Prize
and the Runciman Award) and Governing the
World: The History of an Idea. He has also
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taught at Birkbeck College, University of
London, Sussex University and Princeton. He
lives in New York.
The Palgrave Concise Historical Atlas of the
Balkans - Dennis P. Hupchick 2001-09-22
The dramatic, tumultuous, often tragic human
events that erupted in the Balkan Peninsula
following the collapse of communism between
1989 and 1991 have captured the Western
world's attention throughout the past decade.
The Palgrave Concise Historical Atlas of the
Balkans provides 50 two-color, full-page maps,
each accompanied by a facing page of
explanatory text. These maps illustrate key
moments in Balkans history in a way that is
immediate and comprehensible, making it come
alive. Students will regard it as a useful
reference, and general readers will enjoy it for
its clarity and wealth of information.
A History of Yugoslavia - Marie-Janine Calic
2019
Why did Yugoslavia fall apart? Was its violent
the-balkans-a-short-history-modern-library-chronicles-mark-mazower

demise inevitable? Did its population simply fall
victim to the lure of nationalism? How did this
multinational state survive for so long, and
where do we situate the short life of Yugoslavia
in the long history of Europe in the twentieth
century? A History of Yugoslavia provides a
concise, accessible, comprehensive synthesis of
the political, cultural, social, and economic life of
Yugoslavia--from its nineteenth-century South
Slavic origins to the bloody demise of the
multinational state of Yugoslavia in the 1990s.
Calic takes a fresh and innovative look at the
colorful, multifaceted, and complex history of
Yugoslavia, emphasizing major social, economic,
and intellectual changes from the turn of the
twentieth century and the transition to modern
industrialized mass society. She traces the
origins of ethnic, religious, and cultural
divisions, applying the latest social science
approaches, and drawing on the breadth of
recent state-of-the-art literature, to present a
balanced interpretation of events that takes into
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account the differing perceptions and interests
of the actors involved. Uniquely, Calic frames
the history of Yugoslavia for readers as an
essentially open-ended process, undertaken from
a variety of different regional perspectives with
varied composite agenda. She shuns traditional,
deterministic explanations that notorious Balkan
hatreds or any other kind of exceptionalism are
to blame for Yugoslavia's demise, and along the
way she highlights the agency of twentiethcentury modern mass society in the politicization
of differences. While analyzing nuanced political
and social-economic processes, Calic describes
the experiences and emotions of ordinary people
in a vivid way. As a result, her groundbreaking
work provides scholars and learned readers
alike with an accessible, trenchant, and
authoritative introduction to Yugoslavia's
complex history.
The Balkans - Mark Mazower 2001
A dazzling short history of the Balkans from the
Romans to the present, which provides vital
the-balkans-a-short-history-modern-library-chronicles-mark-mazower

historical and cultural background to
contemporary Balkan politics
The Historian - Elizabeth Kostova 2005-06-01
The record-breaking phenomenon from
Elizabeth Kostova is a celebrated masterpiece
that "refashioned the vampire myth into a
compelling contemporary novel, a late-night
page-turner" (San Francisco Chronicle).
Breathtakingly suspenseful and beautifully
written, The Historian is the story of a young
woman plunged into a labyrinth where the
secrets of her family’s past connect to an
inconceivable evil: the dark fifteenth-century
reign of Vlad the Impaler and a time-defying
pact that may have kept his awful work alive
through the ages. The search for the truth
becomes an adventure of monumental
proportions, taking us from monasteries and
dusty libraries to the capitals of Eastern
Europe—in a feat of storytelling so rich, so
hypnotic, so exciting that it has enthralled
readers around the world. “Part thriller, part
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history, part romance...Kostova has a keen sense
of storytelling and she has a marvelous tale to
tell.” —Baltimore Sun
Empires of the Word - Nicholas Ostler
2011-03-22
Nicholas Ostler's Empires of the Word is the first
history of the world's great tongues, gloriously
celebrating the wonder of words that binds
communities together and makes possible both
the living of a common history and the telling of
it. From the uncanny resilience of Chinese
through twenty centuries of invasions to the
engaging self-regard of Greek and to the
struggles that gave birth to the languages of
modern Europe, these epic achievements and
more are brilliantly explored, as are the
fascinating failures of once "universal"
languages. A splendid, authoritative, and
remarkable work, it demonstrates how the
language history of the world eloquently reveals
the real character of our planet's diverse peoples
and prepares us for a linguistic future full of
the-balkans-a-short-history-modern-library-chronicles-mark-mazower

surprises.
The Serbs - Tim Judah 1997-01-01
History, myth, and the destruction of Yugoslavia.
An Introduction to the History of Western
Europe - James Harvey Robinson 1903
A Short History of Humanity - Johannes Krause
2021-04-08
The Balkans - Mark Mazower 2002-08-06
Throughout history, the Balkans have been a
crossroads, a zone of endless military, cultural,
and economic mixing and clashing between
Europe and Asia, Christianity and Islam,
Catholicism and Orthodoxy. In this highly
acclaimed short history, Mark Mazower sheds
light on what has been called the tinderbox of
Europe, whose troubles have ignited wider wars
for hundreds of years. Focusing on events from
the emergence of the nation-state onward, The
Balkans reveals with piercing clarity the
historical roots of current conflicts and gives a
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landmark reassessment of the region’s history,
from the world wars and the Cold War to the
collapse of communism, the disintegration of
Yugoslavia, and the continuing search for
stability in southeastern Europe.
The Uses and Abuses of History - Margaret
MacMillan 2010-12-09
The past is capricious enough to support every
stance - no matter how questionable. In 2002,
the Bush administration decided that dealing
with Saddam Hussein was like appeasing Hitler
or Mussolini, and promptly invaded Iraq. Were
they wrong to look to history for guidance? No;
their mistake was to exaggerate one of its
lessons while suppressing others of equal
importance. History is often hijacked through
suppression, manipulation, and, sometimes, even
outright deception. MacMillan's book is packed
full of examples of the abuses of history. In
response, she urges us to treat the past with
care and respect.
What You Did Not Tell - Mark Mazower
the-balkans-a-short-history-modern-library-chronicles-mark-mazower

2017-10-17
**NAMED FINANCIAL TIMES "TOP 10 BOOKS
OF THE YEAR"** **NAMED EVENING
STANDARD "BOOK OF THE YEAR"** **NAMED
NEW STATESMAN "BEST BOOK OF 2017"** A
warm and intimate memoir by an acclaimed
historian that explores the European struggles of
the twentieth century through the lives, hopes,
and dreams of a single family—his own.
Uncovering their remarkable and moving
stories, Mark Mazower recounts the sacrifices
and silences that marked a generation and their
descendants. It was a family which fate drove
into the siege of Stalingrad, the Vilna ghetto,
occupied Paris, and even into the ranks of the
Wehrmacht. His British father was the lucky
one, the son of Russian-Jewish emigrants who
settled in London after escaping the Bolsheviks,
civil war, and revolution. Max, the grandfather,
had started out as a socialist and manned the
barricades against Tsarist troops, never
speaking a word about it afterwards. His wife
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Frouma came from a family ravaged by the
Terror yet making their way in Soviet society
despite it all. In the centenary of the Russian
Revolution, What You Did Not Tell revitalizes the
history of a socialism erased from memory-humanistic, impassioned, and broad-ranging in
its sympathies. But it is also an exploration of
the unexpected happiness that may await
history's losers, of the power of friendship and
the love of place that made his father at home in
an England that no longer exists.
The Balkans - Misha Glenny 2012-09-25
This unique and lively history of Balkan
geopolitics since the early nineteenth century
gives readers the essential historical background
to recent events in this war-torn area. No other
book covers the entire region, or offers such
profound insights into the roots of Balkan
violence, or explains so vividly the origins of
modern Serbia, Croatia, Bosnia, Greece,
Bulgaria, Romania, and Albania. Misha Glenny
presents a lucid and fair-minded account of each
the-balkans-a-short-history-modern-library-chronicles-mark-mazower

national group in the Balkans and its struggle
for statehood. The narrative is studded with
sharply observed portraits of kings, guerrillas,
bandits, generals, and politicians. Glenny also
explores the often-catastrophic relationship
between the Balkans and the Great Powers,
raising some disturbing questions about Western
intervention.
The Modern Balkans - Richard C. Hall
2012-01-01
In The Modern Balkans, historian Richard C.
Hall gives a complete account of the historical
events that have shaped the Balkan region of
Southeastern Europe. Originally separated from
the rest of Europe by culture, politics, and
economics, the Balkans have slowly been
integrating into Western Europe since the
nineteenth century. But this process of economic
and political development, following the Western
European model, has been far from smooth in
the Balkans. As Hall explains, it has often been
marked by violence and destruction, the result of
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many wars and rebellions. Though Soviet power
imposed a nearly fifty-year peace in the region,
the collapse of the Soviet Union renewed conflict
that continued through the end of the twentieth
century. Hall concentrates here on the
significant political and economic events that
have had the greatest impact on the role of the
Balkans in Europe; in particular, he examines
the development of national states in the
nineteenth century, the influence of the two
world wars, and the collapse of Yugoslavia. This
clear and concise history of the Balkan Peninsula
will appeal to readers and scholars interested in
European history and the Balkans’ unique role in
it.
The Balkans - D. Hupchick 2002-01-11
The tragedies of Bosnia and Kosovo are often
explained away as the unchangeable legacy of
'centuries-old hatreds'. In this richly detailed,
expertly balanced chronicle of the Balkans
across fifteen centuries, Hupchick sets a
complicated record straight. Organized around
the-balkans-a-short-history-modern-library-chronicles-mark-mazower

the three great civilizations of the region Western European, Orthodox Christian and
Muslim - this is a much-needed guide to the
political, social, cultural and religious threads of
Balkan history, with a clear, convincing account
of the reasons for nationalist violence and terror.
Dangerous Games - Margaret MacMillan
2010-07-13
Acclaimed historian Margaret MacMillan
explores here the many ways in which history
affects us all. She shows how a deeper
engagement with history, both as individuals and
in the sphere of public debate, can help us
understand ourselves and the world better. But
she also warns that history can be misused and
lead to misunderstanding. History is used to
justify religious movements and political
campaigns alike. Dictators may suppress history
because it undermines their ideas, agendas, or
claims to absolute authority. Nationalists may
tell false, one-sided, or misleading stories about
the past. Political leaders might mobilize their
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people by telling lies. It is imperative that we
have an understanding of the past and avoid
these and other common traps in thinking to
which many fall prey. This brilliantly reasoned
work, alive with incident and figures both great
and infamous, will compel us to examine history
anew—and skillfully illuminates why it is
important to treat the past with care.
Italy - Harry Hearder 2001-12-13
Presents a clear, concise account of Italian
history from the Ice Age to the present.
The Greek Revolution - Mark Mazower
2021-11-16
Winner of the Duff Cooper Prize • One of The
Economist's top history books of the year From
one of our leading historians, an important new
history of the Greek War of Independence—the
ultimate worldwide liberal cause célèbre of the
age of Byron, Europe’s first nationalist uprising,
and the beginning of the downward spiral of the
Ottoman Empire—published two hundred years
after its outbreak As Mark Mazower shows us in
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his enthralling and definitive new account,
myths about the Greek War of Independence
outpaced the facts from the very beginning, and
for good reason. This was an unlikely cause,
against long odds, a disorganized collection of
Greek patriots up against what was still one of
the most storied empires in the world, the
Ottomans. The revolutionaries needed all the
help they could get. And they got it as
Europeans and Americans embraced the idea
that the heirs to ancient Greece, the wellspring
of Western civilization, were fighting for their
freedom against the proverbial Eastern despot,
the Turkish sultan. This was Christianity versus
Islam, now given urgency by new ideas about
the nation-state and democracy that were
shaking up the old order. Lord Byron is only the
most famous of the combatants who went to
Greece to fight and die—along with many more
who followed events passionately and supported
the cause through art, music, and humanitarian
aid. To many who did go, it was a rude
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awakening to find that the Greeks were a far cry
from their illustrious forebears, and were often
hard to tell apart from the Ottomans. Mazower
does full justice to the realities on the ground as
a revolutionary conspiracy triggered outright
rebellion, and a fraying and distracted Ottoman
leadership first missed the plot and then
overreacted disastrously. He shows how and
why ethnic cleansing commenced almost
immediately on both sides. By the time the dust
settled, Greece was free, and Europe was
changed forever. It was a victory for a
completely new kind of politics—international in
its range and affiliations, popular in its origins,
romantic in sentiment, and radical in its goals. It
was here on the very edge of Europe that the
first successful revolution took place in which a
people claimed liberty for themselves and
overthrew an entire empire to attain it,
transforming diplomatic norms and the direction
of European politics forever, and inaugurating a
new world of nation-states, the world in which
the-balkans-a-short-history-modern-library-chronicles-mark-mazower

we still live.
The Balkans - Misha Glenny 2000
A history of the modern Balkans studies its
diverse cultures, portrays its kings, guerrillas,
bandits, generals, and politicians, and describes
the impact of great power interference in the
region
Lords of the Horizons - Jason Goodwin
2014-06-10
Since the Turks first shattered the glory of the
French crusaders in 1396, the Ottoman Empire
has exerted a long, strong pull on Western
minds. For six hundred years, the Empire
swelled and declined. Islamic, martial, civilized,
and tolerant, in three centuries it advanced from
the dusty foothills of Anatolia to rule on the
Danube and the Nile; at the Empire's height,
Indian rajahs and the kings of France beseeched
its aid. For the next three hundred years the
Empire seemed ready to collapse, a prodigy of
survival and decay. Early in the twentieth
century it fell. In this dazzling evocation of its
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power, Jason Goodwin explores how the
Ottomans rose and how, against all odds, they
lingered on. In the process he unfolds a
sequence of mysteries, triumphs, treasures, and
terrors unknown to most American readers. This
was a place where pillows spoke and birds were
fed in the snow; where time itself unfolded at a
different rate and clocks were banned; where
sounds were different, and even the hyacinths
too strong to sniff. Dramatic and passionate,
comic and gruesome, Lords of the Horizons is a
history, a travel book, and a vision of a lost
world all in one.
The History of Serbia - John K. Cox 2002
The most up-to-date narrative history of Serbia,
from its historic past to 2001.
The Balkans in World History - Andrew
Baruch Wachtel 2008-11-05
In the historical and literary imagination, the
Balkans loom large as a somewhat frightening
and ill-defined space, often seen negatively as a
region of small and spiteful peoples, racked by
the-balkans-a-short-history-modern-library-chronicles-mark-mazower

racial and ethnic hatred, always ready to burst
into violent conflict. The Balkans in World
History re-defines this space in positive terms,
taking as a starting point the cultural, historical,
and social threads that allow us to see this
region as a coherent if complex whole. Eminent
historian Andrew Wachtel here depicts the
Balkans as that borderland geographical space
in which four of the world's greatest civilizations
have overlapped in a sustained and meaningful
way to produce a complex, dynamic, sometimes
combustible, multi-layered local civilization. It is
the space in which the cultures of ancient
Greece and Rome, of Byzantium, of Ottoman
Turkey, and of Roman Catholic Europe met,
clashed and sometimes combined. The history of
the Balkans is thus a history of creative
borrowing by local people of the various
civilizations that have nominally conquered the
region. Encompassing Bulgaria, Croatia, Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Serbia, Montenegro, Albania,
Macedonia, Greece, and European Turkey, the
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Balkans have absorbed many voices and
traditions, resulting in one of the most complex
and interesting regions on earth.
The Modern Middle East - Camron Michael
Amin 2006-04-06
Collects English translations of various sources
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from 1700 to 2005 that offer information on the
history, development, and policies of the Middle
East.
Short History of Yugoslavia - Clissold 1966-01-02
The Balkan Express - Slavenka Drakulic 1993-05
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